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Today’s class

1 Review: spatial structure in our observations

2 Phylogenetic and spatial regression

3 Synthesis of the class
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Downloads, to play with later

R code:
slav-PGLS.r: phylogenetic generalized least squares regression

bg-exploring-sound-correlations-and-spatial-regression.r:
exploring sound-sound correlations in the Bulgarian dialect dataset; spatial
regression; plotting data on a map

Data files (including those used last time):
Slavic-wordlist-Kushniarevich-wo-doubles.txt: Slavic wordlists from
[Kushniarevich et al., 2015], with manually deleted double variants

RAxML_bestTree.SlavicGamma: Slavic ML tree for phylogenetic regression

bg_ling_data_196_villages.txt: data matrix with sound-by-sound
aligned 152-word wordlist for Bulgarian dialects

bg_sitematrix_worldcities_format.txt: latitude and longitude of the
villages where those data come from

bg_distance_matrix_196_villages.txt: a matrix of village-village
great-circle distances (in meters)
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Review: spatial structure in our observations

Review: spatial structure in our observations
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Review: spatial structure in our observations

Dialect data

BulDialects (spatial analysis):

‘lamb’
Aldomirovci jagne
Asparuhovo (lom) jagnje
Asparuhovo (prov) agni
Babjak jagne
Bachkovo jegnj@

⇓
our toy model: sound counts

Important property of dialect data:
its generating process is not tree-like
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Review: spatial structure in our observations

Data from the last time: counts for j, for 7, for p+pj

Counts of [j] in Bulgarian dialects Counts of schwa in Bulgarian dialects Counts of [p] and [pj] in Bulgarian dialects
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Review: spatial structure in our observations

Moran’s I

Moran’s I : essentially spatial autocorrelation weighted by some wij

derived from geographical distances.

I =
n∑

i,j wi,j

∑
i,j wij(xi −mean(X ))(xj −mean(X ))∑

i (xi −mean(X ))2

Common choice for wij : inverse distance 1
dij

between villages i and j

The prediction perspective:
view observation xi as a sum: c ∗

∑
j wij(xj −mean(X )) + ε,

where c is just a constant not depending on i or j

With strong autocorrelation relative to weights wij , the first term
c ∗

∑
j wij(xj −mean(X )) will get xi almost right, and ε will be very small.

Moran’s I : a measure of the accuracy of “prediction by neighbors”
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Review: spatial structure in our observations

Interpreting Moran’s I

Moran’s I values were significant for all three cases: j, 7 and p+pj

However, statistical significance 6= real-world significance!

j counts by village
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While p+pj show a significant spatial pattern, the effect size is tiny.
Though there is a spatial pattern, it is clearly less important for our
understanding of the data than in the other two cases.
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Review: spatial structure in our observations

Another common wij choice: correlograms

Another choice of wij :

Select number of distance classes k
Classify all village pairs into those k classes
For each class, make a special weight matrix where wij = 1 for a pair
belonging to the class, and 0 otherwise
For each class, compute Moran’s I using that weight matrix
Plot the results!

Each Moran’s I value in the correlogram shows how well the values at
a given range affect each other.
Correlograms can reveal non-trivial patterns: e.g., a peak of
inter-dependence at some middle distance class.
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Review: spatial structure in our observations

Interpreting the correlogram
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Correlogram for j counts

The gray area shows 1 standard
deviation from the expectation of
Moran’s I (which is close to 0 in
this case)
Comparing the correlogram and the
gray area, we see that the most
important classes seem to be those
with small distance.
However, hardly any individual I
value on this correlogram would be
significant. Because we use 10
classes, not just one statistic, we
need to correct for multiple testing
by making our confidence threshold
(about) 10 times lower.
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

Phylogenetic and spatial regression
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

Switching gears: predicting one feature from another

(Ordinary) linear regression: ȳ = βx̄ + ε

Having two sets of observations ȳ and x̄ , we won’t to find out whether
x̄ contains a lot of information about the values in ȳ .

Example: height and arm length in humans

Ordinary regression efficiently solves this problem when all observations
are independent.

Now imagine x and y being data from languages of the same family /
dialects of the same language.

The data then might not be independent! “Close” language varieties
may well have more similar values of our variables.

We can still run ordinary regression on non-independent data. But the
predictions we would make would then be far less accurate.
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

The problem of non-independent observations

15 random points generated by y = 0.5x + ε, with ε ∼ Unif(−0.3, 0.3),
and the ordinary linear regression:
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inferred: y = 0.54x + e
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

The problem of non-independent observations

Adding one more datapoint:
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

The problem of non-independent observations

The new datapoint “pulls” the regression line up:
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

The problem of non-independent observations

The problem: what if our new datapoint comes from a closely related
language variety?
Intuitively, then we should not pull the regression line so much...
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

The problem of non-independent observations

Non-independent datapoints:

Some observations a priori likely to have similar values
Such observations should be discounted in proportion to their
predictability from other closeby observations

There are various frameworks taking care of such discounting.
We will consider two cases, one for phylogenies, one for spatial data.
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

Phylogenetic regression: PGLS

PGLS: covariance between languages proportional to the amount of
common development
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

A toy example: counts of s and S in a Slavic wordlist

Data: the 110-meaning wordlist from [Kushniarevich et al., 2015]

Predictor x : number of s-s in each wordlist

Response y : number of S-s in each wordlist
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

Ordinary regression

Ordinary linear regression returns regression-line slope of -0.85, with
st.error 0.29

But wait a minute: look at these two Sorbian datapoints?
Don’t they need to be discounted?
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

PGLS

Indeed, PGLS lowers the regression line, discounting Sorbian:
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black: ordinary regression.  blue: PGLS

Indeed, PGLS lowers the regression line, discounting Sorbian:
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

“Phylogenetic structure” in the data vs. the residuals

A subtle point:
“phylogenetic structure” in the data 6= the same in regression residuals!

s S S∼s residuals
Ukrainian 20 4 -2.54
Belarusian 21 6 0.30
Russian 21 6 0.30
range [19, 26] [0, 12] [-3.4, 4.6]

⇒ residuals less concentrated than the data!

Structure in the data:
Affects one variable
Can be checked with Moran’s I and the like

Structure in the residuals:
Affects the connection between two (or more) variables
Can be accounted for with generalized regression techniques
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

Phylogenetic structure: take-home message

Observations that come from related languages may not be
independent

If we are interested in the influence of one variable on another, we need
to explicitly take into account the phylogenetic structure of the data.

PGLS is one popular technique for doing so.

NB: we use the reconstructed tree for something else!

Further reading: [Symonds and Blomberg, 2014]
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

Accounting for spatial structure

Data have a spatial structure ⇒ account for non-independence!

Counts of [ɑ] in Bulgarian dialects
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...looks like an inverse relationship!
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

u vs. back a: ordinary regression
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By now, we know that there could be systematic error in the residuals...
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

Visual examination of the residuals

And indeed, it appears to be present.
p-value for Moran’s I is 1.522304e-12 (highly significant)
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Residuals from regressing [u] on [ɑ] in Bulgarian dialects
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

SAR models

Ordinary regression: yi = βxi + εi

Spatial autoregressive model (SAR): yi = ρ
∑

j wijyj + βxi + εi

The additional term is similar to what we have seen in Moran’s I !

The contributions of the three terms:

ρ
∑

j wijyj : contribution to yi from the weighted neighbor values
βxi : contribution to yi from the predictor value xi
εi : the residual, namely the difference between the actual yi and what
we expect, that is, ρ

∑
j wijyj + βxi
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

Ordinary regression vs. SAR
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Black: ordinary linear regression. Red: SAR lin. regr.

How do we know SAR is good for us, even though it passes farther from the
observed points?

1 We have seen a suspicious pattern in the residuals
2 SAR wins in a comparison between the two models:

AIC(ordinary) = 1441.6, AIC(SAR) = 1434.3
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Phylogenetic and spatial regression

Discounting related observations
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Black: ordinary linear regression. Red: SAR lin. regr.

In both case studies, the regression line changes
This is due to treating some clusters of related observations as
non-independent
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Synthesis of the class

Synthesis of the class
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Synthesis of the class

Phylogenetics

Phylogenetics started from relatively simple methods such as
Maximum Parsimony.

However, by now it has grown into an essentially independent branch
of scientific knowledge. In terms of the scope of our knowledge,
phylogenetics is comparable with established subfields of linguistic
subdisciplines: e.g., parsing in NLP, stress in phonology, etc.

Using phylogenetic methods properly is not trivial.

A wide choice of existing models
Limitations of the current software
Difficulties of interpretation
Uncertainty about the models’ adequacy

⇒ do not use phylogenetics as a “black box” that produces a tree!
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Synthesis of the class

Spatial statistics

Unlike phylogenetics, spatial statistics is yet poorly integrated into
linguistics.

Simpler methods can be used right away, such as Moran’s I for
continuous data.

The challenge is building up a useful toolbox for spatially analyzing
categorical data, which are far more common, especially in historical
linguistics.

⇒ a young area with plenty of low-hanging fruit...
...but also with few people to guide you.
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Synthesis of the class

The many topics we did NOT discuss...

Phylogenetics:

Multiple sequence alignment, attempting to arrive at “cognate”
sound-sound correspondences
Automatic cognate recognition, from aligned transcriptions
Measures of tree-likeness and of phylogenetic signal in the data
Ancestral state reconstruction
More phylogenetic regression models
...

Spatial statistics:

More types of regressions
Working with categorical data
Spatial statistics vs. dialectometry
...
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Synthesis of the class

Thank you!
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